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Abstract. The C N D O and I N D O M e calculations have been performed on the
oxidised and reduced species of rubredoxins using Clack, Hush and Yandle's parameterisation scheme for the transition metal complexes in conjunction with Pople
and Nesbet's open-shell U H F method in an attempt to elicitinformation on the geometry of the conformation of the iron environment. The properties like isotropic
and anisotropic hyperfine coupling constants and quadrupole splitting have been
calculated and compared with the corresponding experimental values. "/'heresults
suggest that both the oxidised and reduced species have the iron atoms attached to
four sulphur atoms situated as pairs in two perpendicular planes as a result of a highly
distorted tetrahedral arrangement.
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1. Introduction
Molecular evolution of motalloproteins has had to inGorporato and preserve structural features that allow a fit of the metal atom at the binding site. Thus an
understanding of the biological role, molecular properties and the co-ordination
aspects of the metal binding site of the non-homo iron sulphur proteins has been
one of the most fascinating but difficult topic of the time as is clearly 0vident from
many books and reviews by several elegant research teams on this subject (Ormo-Johnson 1973; Lovenberg 1973; Jonson 1974). Rubrodoxins belong to the simplest class of iron sulphur proteins and take part in reversible oxidation-reduction
pro~esses in all forms of life and most of these function as one-electron carriers
during photosynthesis, nitrog0n fixation, mitochondrial respiration, etc. In contrast to the homo-proteins which arc built around a preformed porphyrin moiety,
the non-heine iron-sulphur proteins acquire the complete ligand arrangement .by-a
suitable folding of the peptido chain and thus result in a low symmetry at the metal
binding active site. This is c.a~s~ by the presence of heavy co~.formational strain.
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The first example of this class, the Clostridium Pasteurianum 1-Fe-S rubredoxin
protein~ are single polypeptide chain proteins of about 55 amino acid residues.
This unit contains four cysteine sulphurs which act as liganding atoms around one
iron atom in every protein moleaule without any labile sulphurs. Rubredoxin has
a redox potential of -- 57 my, both the oxidised and reduced forms being stable.
X-ray structure determination of rubredoxin at RT by Watenpaugh et al (1972,
1973) reveals that the iron atom is surrounded by four cysteine sulphurs in a distorted tetrahedral array. After a series of refinements they finally reported the
Fe-S bond lengths as 2" 24, 2.32, 2" 34 and 2' 05 A respectively which had an average
of 2.24 A with an rms deviation of 0.13 A from the mean value. An extended
x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) study of rubredoxin by Schulman et al
(1975) also decides on an average of 2"24 A with a deviation of 0.1 A .or the same
bond lengths. A very recent report by Sayers et al (1976) gives 2.30 ~ 0.04 A
with a r m s deviation of 0.06 -t- 0.04 A for this average Fe-S bond length again
from an EXAFS study at -- 80 K. This average value of 2" 30 A is slightly larger
than the values of earlier works and the reported deviations here are also smaller
by a factor of two. This casts doubt on the existence of the anomalous short bond
and indicates that all the Fe-S distances in rabredoxins proteins are approximately
equal. This view is also supported by the x-ray crystal structures on synthetic
analogues of rubredoxins (Lane et al 1975, 1977), unless the amino acid chain in
rubredoxin protein happens to play a special role in shortening any one of the Fe-S
distance. But Jensen (1974) feels that such an average bond length reported with
very slight rms deviation for the Fe-S bonds does not necessarily imply a perfect
tetrahedral geometry with all tetrahedral bond angles.
The other experimental properties available both for the oxidised and reduced
stems are the optical spectra (Lovenberg et al 1965; Eaton et al 1970, 1971), the
ESR spin hamiltonian parameters (Peisach et al 1971), hyperfine coupling constant
and quadrupole splitting from M6ssbauer resonance (Phillips et al 1970; Rao
et al 1972) and magnetic moments (Phillips et al 1970). Naturally these properties
will markedly depend on the electron distribution, energy and stereochemistry of
the active site of the complex and can be thought of as probes to deduce tl-e structure of the active site. However until now the experimental results simply conform
to the notion of high spin complexes both for oxidised and reduced state with a
local rhombic symmetry around iron. What is needed is a one-to one correlation
between the experimental and theoretically calculated values of these properties
to infer the most plausible conformation for the active site. Thus a knowledge
of the magnitudes of these properties for various assumed conformations can be
used for deducing the actual conformation and electronic distribution of the active
site. A theoretical attempt in this direction had already been made by Loew and
coworkerJ (1974) using an iterative extended Huckel theory. They had studied
ten possible geometries which spanned a symmetry range from a completely tetrahedral to the no-symmetry crystal structure determined by Watenpaugh et al (1972,
1973). The empirical nature of extended Huckel calculations is well-known, and
in this present study the more sophisticated CNDO and INDO M e scheme from
Clack et al (1972), Clack (1974) for the transition metal ~lusters which explicitly
include .~le~tron-e.loatron .~orrelation have b ~ n .used. to investigate the above
properties. We have confined ourselves to properties like isotropic and anisotropic
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hyperfine coupling constants and secondly electric field-gradient and quadrupole
coupling constant at the Fe 57 nucleus. Calculations using some X-a scattered wave
(SW) (Norman and Jackels 1975 ; Vaughan et al 1973) and generalised valence bond
(GVB) (Bair and Gooddard 1977, 1978) have also been performed on such models
of active site. GVB calculations are confined mainly to the interpretation of optical
spectra and to the evaluation of field gradient tensor also to some extent while
X - a S W calculations present the molecular orbitals and eigenvalues.
Here we
report a detailed investigation of the properties of the active site employing the
sophisticated CNDO and INDO M e schemes.
2.

Description of the set of conformers studied

Out of the 13 different geometric variations of the active site complex considered
by us, tert of therrt A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, O1 and O3 are the ones employed by Loew
and co-workers in their IEHT calculations, while the remaining three A', B' and D'
are included now by us*. Same geometries are assumed both for the oxidised and
reduced forms. Any possibility of a geometry variation with cl-ange in oxidation
state can naturally be taken care of by the abundance of the geometries included
for computation. The molecular entity considered to represent the active site
model contains one Fe atom, four cysteine sulphur atoms and four hydrogen atoms
to replace the /~ carbon atoms bonded to sulphur in a manner identical to that
assumed by Loew et al (1974a), i.e., the active site model is equivalent to considering
[Fo 8+, 4SH-] for the oxidised species and [Fe z+, 4SH-] for the reduced species.
The original ten geometric variants considered and discussed in detail by Loew
and coworkers can be summarised as follows. The conformation based entirely
upon the final struature determination of Watenpaugh et al (1972) incorporating
anomalous scattering is called O1. O3 is a slight variation of O1 where all the
S-H bond lengths are shortened to 1.34 A. In the conformers A to E the overall
symmetry has been slowly increased (see figure 2 of Loew et al (1974a) on oxidised
rubredoxins) so as to reach a totally regular tetrahedral arrangement of sulphur
and hydrogen atoms in the conformer E. The four sulphur atoms in the conformers A to D are situated as pairs in two perpendicular planes yz and xz. In
conformers A and B, Fe-S bortd lengths as determined from an earlier refinement
of crystal data by Watenpaugh et al (1972) are used. The S-H bond lengths are
kept as 1.34 A for all conformations A to H (i.e. for all except O1). While in A
and D hydrogen atoms lie in a pin wheel arrangement, they are arranged to have
a C2v symmetry about the z axis in B and C. Thus eventhough ,4 and B have no
overall symmetry, C exhibits a C2v and D a D~ symmetry. In F a n d G three S atoms
undergo a three-fold rotation about the short bond axis considered as the z axis
containing tl~e fourth sulphur. T t e H atoms when attached yields a Ca symmetry
to F o n d a C3v symmetry to G. The conformer Hconstitutes a planar arrangement.
= It is worth mentioningin this context that the recent derivation of a positive field gradient V,,
and quadrupole splitting for this oxi.'dizedform by Bair et al (1978) from ~eir study on a most
probable model for this oxidized rubredoxin is very questionable due to their high r/ and also
due to the over simplifiednature of their computation. Theyseem to havejust evaluated the field
gradient elementsalong their three space fixedaxes instead of formingthe full 3 • 3 efg tensorand
then diagonalising it.
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Among the three new conformers A', B' and D' introduced, A' and B' are similar
to A and B wherein we use the Fe-S bond lengths and S-Fe-S bond angles finally
obtained by Watenpaugh et al (1973) c a including anomalous scattering as used
in O1 and O3 instead of the earlier lesser refined ones assumed by Loew et al (1974a)
for A and B. Again in D' we arc assuming Sayer's (1976) most recent average
Fe-S bond length of 2.3 A instead of the 2 A adopted for D while in every other
respect it is similar to D.

3.

Computational details

The CNDO and INDO M e scheme developed on the basis of Clack et al (1972)
and Clack (1974) parameterisation have been used to perform an unrestricted calculation on both the oxidised and reduced forms of rubredoxins for all 13 possible
conformations of the active site. While the metal basis set consists of the valence
3d, 4s and 4p orbitals, a minimum basis of 3s and 3p orbitals is used from sulphur
atoms for the sake of computational case. Zerner and Gouterman's (1966) exponents differentiating the 3d from the 4s, 4p orbitals due to their different spatial
distribution have been employed for metal orbitals. All such necessary par,ameters
for Fe atom are those of Clack et al (1972) while for the ligand atoms the
parameters employed by Sant~y al~d Segal (1967) have been used. The exchange
parameters for S necessary at the INDO level are adopted from the works of
Benson and Hudson (1970).
The level shift operator method of Saunders and Hilliers (1973) was used in some
cases when there was some difficulty in achieving self-consistency. In some conformers of the reduced rubredoxin having a degenerate ground state (E, F, G) a
symmetry restricted calculation was performed by averaging the occupancy of the
highest occupied orbital (when degenerate) over the various components of the
degenerate irreducible representation. This was done to maintain the molecular
symmetry up to the final electronic distribution.
The co-ordinates Of the 13 conformers were just fed as input into our CNDO
and INDO M e programs developed in Fortran IV for IBM 370/155 computer
here which automaticaliy takes care of the above facts. Under the Pople and
Nesbet's open-shell U H F formulation adopted here, the total electronic wavefunction V is represented as a normalised, anti-symmetrised product of all the filled
a and p spirt molecular orbitals ~,a/~ which are by themselves calculated as a linear
combination (LCAO's) of the basis atomic orbital tk's through our M e schemes.
The ground state of the high-spirt oxidised species has 37 electrons occupying
21 a and 16 fl MOs. However unlike in the IEHT M e calculations of Loew
et al (1974) the five major metal 3d a MOs lie low among the set of the 21 filled
a MOs while the corresponding five fl MOs are high up among the set of the unfilled MOs, thus leading to a formal d 5 high spin (3da)5 (3dg)~ sextet configuration.
Similarly the corresponding reduced form with 38 electrons has 21 a orbitals
and 17/~ orbitals (except for E, F and G) occupied and once again the ave major
metal 3d a orbitals are situated low among the set of the filled 21 a orbitals. The
t7th fl orbital has (both the half filled 17th and 18th fl MOs in the case of E, /; and
G have) mainly metal 3d component and the remaining 3d fl orbitals are unoccupied giving a formal d e, i.e. (3d~)~ (3d•) a quintet configuration for the reduced
species.
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However as noted by Loew et al (1974a, d) in IEHT calculations, the ordering,
energy and populations of these orbitals markedly vary from conformer to
conformer. These variations have a remarkable effect in the various properties
calculated using the resultant total electron density matrix and unpaired spin
density matrix over the atomic orbital basis set as is to be seen below. For
example, isotropic hypertine coupling constant from Fe 5~ nucleus will probe the
small but significant admixture of iron 4s orbital with Fe 3d orbitals and also the
interaction of inner core s orbitals with the 3d orbitals. The anisotropic hyperiine
coupling constant, electric field gradient and quadrupole splitting will gauge the
anisotropic distribution of electrons among Fe 3d and 4p orbitals.
4.

Hyperflne interaction

4.1. Magnetic hyperfine effect
Since the magnetic hyperfine interactions are dependent on the distribution of unpaired electrons in the molecular orbitals, U H F - M O calculation like this one can
account for it in a more realistic way than the R H F open shell M e schemes as the
variational equations corresponding to a and fl MOs are treated separately in the
earlier scheme. However, since the INDO calculations include the one-centre
exchange integrals also they provide a more realistic account of these properties
than the CNDO scheme which neglects these integrals. The magnetic hyperiine
interaction between the magnetic moment of the nucleus (Fe 5r here) and the electrons can be broken into two parts : isotropic and anisotropic.

4" la. Isotropic contact hyperfine term : The Fermi contact Hamiltonian depicting the isotropic hypertine interaction between the nuclear spin of Fe 57 and electron
spin at the nucleus is given by
8~g,fldr.fl,v ~

I.S /i(r~).

(1)

The expectation values of ,~'~ with respect to the ground state total electronic
wave function r yields the isotropic hyperfine constant At,o as

At..

( ~ I ~l'l ~/ )
= "

I .S

8~g,fl,gFoflH • (total t,.n?aired spin density at (2)
=

6S

the Fe nucleus).

Here S is the total spin value for the electronic state of the molecule which is
5/2 for the oxidised and 4/2 for the reduced state. From the present valence--only
CNDO and INDO M e calculations, contributions from valence electrons to Al,o
called A,,t is alone obtained from the net valence electron spin density I V (Fe) Iz
at the Fe nucleus. Following the formulations of Han et al (1970), this l ~ (Fe) l~=ll
can be written as

I ~ (Fe) I~, = Z' [,Pg (Fe) Iz -- ~' [ 4,# (Fe) I~
a
= [ 27 (CL,) 2 - Z (C8,,,)~] 1~4. (Fe)I ~

(3" 1)
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(3"2)

a

a

(3.3)

This valence density arises from (i) local Fe valence atomic orbitals out of which
only the 4s contributes which is the direct local valence term (3.1), (ii) from cross
terms between Fe 4s and ligand orbitals term (3'2) and (iii) from distant terms due
to un-~aired density at the Fe nucleus from the ligand orbitals, term (3.3). Here
I q~4,(Fe) Iz is the electron density of the Fe 4s atomic orbital at the Fe nucleus;
q~r (Fe) 4, (Fe) is the pairwise product of the value of the Fe 4s wavefunction and
the ath ligand atomic orbital at Fe; and finally I~b,(Fe) I~ is the electron density
n

of the ath ligand atomic orbital at Fe. The summations Z' and ~ are over all the
filled a and fl molecular orbitals respectively while Z' denotes summation over the
ligand basic atomic orbitals. C2,~ and C2~fa are the coefficients of Fe 4s atomic
orbital and ath ligand orbital in the ith a or/? spin molecular orbital respectively.
Equation (3.1) is more reliable from the IN'DO scheme while it is underestimated
in CNDO calculations due to the neglect of one-center exchange integrals; Equation (3" 2) is equal to zero at the CNDO and INDO level of approximation as we
neglect two-centre differential overlaps in both the cases. Also due to the exponential decay of electron density ofligand atomic orbitals from ligand origin, contributions from (3" 3) can be considered negligible.
B~sides this A,.~, we have the additional Apo~9 contribution also resulting from
the polarisation of the core electrons by the valence electrons. The much smaller
back polarisation of the valence electrons by the net spin of the inner shell electrons
is neglected. Thus in our calculation for the total A~,o = A,,]0~ + Apo,,,, the
first term is directly worked out from a knowledge of the spin density in the 4s
orbital using equations (2) and (3.1). The second A,o,~ contribution has been
evaluated following the pseudo-atom formulation of Rettig et al (1968) using the
correlation formula
- -T

(

(Fe) I -

(l?e) I

11=18

where [ ~b~(Fe) 12 -- ]q~{ (Fe) 12 represents the difference in the density of a and fl
electrons at the Fe nucleus from the nth Fe atomic orbital as evaluated from art
UHF calculation on the free iron atom in its 5D ground state by Bagus and Liu
(1966). a3a and ~ , are the total number of unpaired 3d and paired 4s electrons respectively of the complex, both of which are directly available from our MO calculations on the complex. The only difference between the 5/) free iron and the
pseudo-atom in a complex is assumed to be in the actual number of unpaired 3d
and paired 4s electrons, in each case. Keeping in mind that these are four and
two respectively for a free atom; 88(a3d) and 89(a4,) represent the scaling factors
which account for the changed populations as the free atom becomes dressed in
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the molecular complex to become a pseudo-atom. The core polarisation by the
small amount of unpaired 4p electrons is ignored. Thus, calculated isotropic
hyperfine constants A,,le.... Ap0~,r and the total Al,0 for our 13 conformers in its
both oxidised and reduced form, from the INDO scheme alone are given in the
upper halves of the tables 1 and 2 since these alone are considered for the discussion
of this unpaired spin-dependent property.
The experimental hyperflne field at the Fe s7 nucleus as reported for the oxidised
rubredoxin (Phillips et al 1970 ; Rao et al 1972) in its sextet ground state from a
low temperature Mdssbauer resonance measurement is 370-375 KG with no
specific information regarding as to which particular component of an anisotropic
field, if any, this single value closely approximates. For the reduced species the
available experimental work of Rao et al (1972) reports a value of -- 246 KG for
the spin part of the hyperfine field which is suggested by them to be the transverse
component to the assumed symmetry axis of the active site. In addition a 300 K G
value is also estimated by them for the isotropic contribution of the reduced entity.
The theoretical estimations, however, indicate the dominance of the core polarisation contribution over the valence contribution. Besides, as the variation of
a~a wkh ckange in symmetry is less marked this dominant core-polarisation is less
symmetry dependent, diminishing the sensitivity of the total Also to conformational
change, a conclusion intotal accord with Loew and Lo (1974b, d). However, our
values are more negative than those of Loew et al (1974) which were closer to experimental values if we consider the -- (370-375) KG and -- 300 KG as the experimental
isotropic field for the oxidised and reduced forms respectively. The pseudo-atom
expression assumed here is only a rough approximation for Apo~,, where we have
totally neglected the direct polarisation of the Fe core orbitals by ligand valence
electrons. Hence the very large calculated values of the total Al,, may not be due
to the poor quality of CNDO and INDO wave functions. Eventhough the results
of Loew and Lo (1974b, d) are surprisingly close to the experimental values, certain
examples can be cited where the employment of Das formulation in conjunction
with IEHT yield very negative values like ours. Even Freeman and Watson (1964)
in a theoretical approach to evaluate Al~o from a core-polarisation approach for
the 3d metal ions like Mn ~+, Fe ~+, Fe 8+, etc arrived at a large negative value. From
the same computational attempt using this INDO scheme and the pseudo-atom
correlation formula of Han et al on some simple well-established Fe complexes
we could work out a scaling factor of 0.7 from an one-to-one matching of their
experimental values with the ones theoretically arrived at by us. This scaling
factor of 0.7 when applied to our theoretical Ats0 could bring them down nearer
to experimental values. But any attempt to derive the possible conformation from
isotropic hyperfine coupling alone is meaningless due to (i) the total At,o calculated
is quite insensitive to conformational change and also we could bring them down
nearer to experimental values only after a scaling and (ii) the experimental value
for hyperRne Reld at the Fe nucleus (370--375) K G reported for the oxidised species
need not necessarily be the isotropic one as assumed by Loew and Lo (1974b, d)
since no mention was made about its anisotropic nature.
4 . l b . The anisotropie (dipolar) hyperfine term: This anisotropic contribution
to the hyperfine interaction is represented by the Hamiltonian

Avalence (MHz)
Apollr (MHz)
Total At8o (MHz)
Total Ai~o (KG)
Total At8o (KG) scaled
down by 0.7

y (KG)
z (KG)

~',o(K~)

A'

B

B'

C

D

D'

E

F

G

H

O1

O2

--348.0 --348-7 --347.8 --348"5 --348-2 --351-8 --348.4 --360-5 --350"3 --349.4 --341.4 --331-0
7-13
7-19
9.38
9-48
7"02
1.75
3"60
0"0
8"48
0.18 --38.13
3"84
16.53
11-52
15"80
12.41
11-12
1.76
3.66
0"0
8-48
0-18 --39.99
7.53
--23.66 --18.71 --25.18 --21.89 --18.14
--3-50
--7.26
0.0
--16.96
--0.37
78.12 --11-37

A'

B

B'

C

D

D'

E

F

G

H

O1

Os

--301-t --301-8 --301-b --302"3 --302"4 --300"0 --301 "5 --302"4
80"81
86"58
81"16
86"50
85-44
85"14
89.13
0"0
94"08
92"53
9 3 " 9 1 94"14
93"79
86"68
90"06
0"0
--174-9 --179.1 --175"1 --180"6 --179"2 --171-8 --179-2
0"0

--303-4 --301-9 --298-9 --280"2 --301 "3
--54"03 --37"12
8"60 --24"41 --22"05
--54"03 --37"12
64-95 --144-6 --142"9
108-1
74"23 --73"55
1 6 9 " 1 165"0

1.58
1.46
1 "53
1"46
1-45
0.93
1-58
0"82
1 "30
1"38
1"54
2.91
1-55
--30.95 --30.91 --30.95 --30-96 --30.96 --30"21 --31.00 --30"33 --30-91 --30"84 --30-71 --30"26 --30"96
--29- 38 --29.44 --29" 42 --29.50 --29- 51 --29.28 --29.42 --29"51 --29" 61 --29.46 --29.17 --27" 34 --29" 40
--430"2 --431-1 --430"8 --431.9 --432"1 --428-6 --430"8 --432-1 --433-5 --431"3 --427"0 --400.3 --430"5

A

--348"8
3.48
6.04
--9"52

0"92
0"90
0"92
0"90
0"96
0"47
1"04
0"58
0"87
0"89
1"55
2"15
0"91
--28-09 --28"12 --28-07 --28"10 --28"15 --27-93 --28"24 --28"73 --28"20 --28-16 --28"20 --27"99 --28-14
--27"17 --27"22 --27-15 --27-20 --27"18 --27"46 --27"20 --28"14 --27-32 --27-27 --26.65 --25"84 --27-23
--497-2 --498.2 --496.8 --497.8 --497.5 --502.6 --497.8 --515.0 --500.0 --499-1 --487-7 --472.9 --498-3

A

Isotropic and anisotropie hyperfme interaction elements for the oxidised rubredoxin as evaluated from the INDO.

Table 2. Isotropic and anisotropic hypertine interaction elements for the reduced rubredcxin as evaluated from the 1NDO.

Avaleneo (MI-Iz)
Apolar (MI-Iz)
Total Also(MH.z)
Total AIso(KG)
Total Also (KG)
scaled down by 0"7
h'm (KG)
B'n (KG)
B~'(KG)

Table I.

~,

~
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This contribution can be represented in the spin Hamiltonian by a 3 • 3 tensor
B, whose components in the present UHF-MO formalism may be evaluated by the
relation

B,~- gd~,gpefl,2S Y._., (P:~ -- P~.) (fit' I 3r're-r 5 r~ cS~a[~b,~

(6)

where p and q are direction co-ordinates and P~, and P ~ are the a and/~ density
matrix elements over our atomic orbital basis set. The matrix elements

can be further split into a radial part depending on the radial integral

and an angular part involving the remaining operators which in turn can be
expressed in terms of spherical harmonics. On evaluating the B tensor elements
from the above expression all multi-centre integrals involving ligand orbitals are
neglected due to the CNDO and IN'DO approximations adopted by us and also
due to the fast decay of the ( 1/r z ) term as we move away from the central Fe atom.
Thus the above sum over the basis valence atomic orbitals is restricted to only Fe
orbitals, of which only the d and 4p have to be considered for this anisotropie
interaction. For the radial part we have used a single value of

2.0369 a.u. for all combinations of 4p orbitals and a 5.0 a.u. for all combinationa
of 3d orbitals (Rettig et al 1968). The 3 • 3B tensor hence built out for all our
conformers from the IN'DO results alone once again, for the oxidised and reduced
form are diagonalised to yield the principal components 2~,, B~ and/~,, which
are expressed in KG in the lower halves of tables 1 and 2.
Since the 370-375 KG field measured in the oxidised form need not necessarily
be the isotropic one, it is more appropriate first to compare this with all the three
principal components H' of the internal magnetic field at Fe, namely, H~ = Aho
+ B,', ; H~v = Al,0 +/Vuy and H~, : At,o q-/~',. Secondly in the thus evaluated
H' the At,, term needed a scaling as mentioned already though the B' calculated
by us is quite reasonable. For these two reasons it is difficult to conclude
anything positive from such a comparison. Since the theoretically evaluated
components of H' are of negative sign for all the 13 possible conformers we can
just say that the experimental 370-375 KG reporte.d for the oxidised form should
have a negative sign in agreement with the suggestion of Rao et al (1972).
Similarly for the reduced form the 300 KG estimated for the isotropic field from
experiment can again be assigned a negative sign on the basis of calculated At,o
for all conformers, once again in agreement with Rao et al (1972). Now the experi-
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mental transverse spin part of the hyperfine field component of 246 KG which
should be either At,o + B'~ or Also + B~, can also have the same negative sign
similar to the isotropic field (once again in conformity with Rao et al (1972) finding) since the magnitude of the components of B' is very low compared to that of
At,o values. This gives us an experimental value of + 54 KG for the transverse
spin anisotropic part B' of the reduced state. This has to be compared with the
calculated B'~ and B~ for all 13 forms. Conformer F, G, O1 and O3 giving negative
tive transverse B' components B~ and B~, can be rejected as impossible conformers.
A, A', B, B', C, D and D' giving + 80 to + 90 KG transverse B' values together
with the planar H which also gives +ve B', and B',~ (of course with high rhombicity) can only be the possible conformers for the reduced form from the magnetic
hyperflne interaction point of view.
4.2. Electric field gradient at the Fe nucleus and quadrupole splitting in M~ssbauer
resonance

The Hamiltonian representing this quadrupole interaction in the principal axis
system of the electric field gradient (efg) tensor is given by
- - 4 I ( ~eQ
--1)

, (I:,2 -- g~)l"
[ V". . .r. '2 - I ( I q - 1 ) ) + ( V', , - - V~,)

(7)

Here Q is the quadrupole moment of the nuclear state with spin I and V',, V~, and
V~, are the principal values of the efg tensor. ] V~ I > [ V~ 1>~ ] V[, ] such
that z' is the axis of highest symmetry and ~7 = V~, -- Vys,/V~ is the rhombicity
parameter depicting the extent of rhombic distortion. The MSssbauer quadxupole
splitting for our Fe 57 nucleus in its excited state where I = 3/2 is then given by

AeQ=

eQV;~ 1 -i---

2

(8)

The sign convention is such that for positive V~,,the state 3/2, f 89) ties lower.
However, when V~u~ -- V~, and V~, ~ 0, i.e. when V ~ -- i, the quantisation
axis is itself not defined uniquely and therefore the sign of/kEQ remains indeterminate.
Since the magnitude of this splitting is regarded as a very sensitive probe of the
electron distribution and hence of the conformation about the Fe nucleus, we
have investigated the quantitative variations of the calculated efg and quadrupole
splitting with specific conformational variations of the active site in both the oxidised
and reduced states. The expectation values of all the 9 components of the efg
tensor V with respect to our UHF total electronic ground wave function ~ were
first evaluated using the relation

~.v

Here P~, = P ~ + P~, represent the total electron density matrix elements.
All the remaining terms have the same meaning as in (6). The summation over/~
and v is restricted to the iron valence atomic orbitals alone ; in particular to the
3d and 4p as was done earlier with the B tensor evaluation. The (3 • 3) V tensor
hence eomtrueted for all the 13 conformers for their oxidised and reduced states
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from both the CNDO and INDO were subsequently diagonalised to yield th9
principal values V~'~,V~ and V~, and are given in tables 3 to 6 along with the corresponding rhombicity parameter 7. Since we deal with just a charge-dependent
property, both the CNDO and INDO results are analysed with equal care to
investigate the relative merits. It can be seen from these tables that the value of
each principal component of V' is indeed highly symmetry-dependent. Nonvanishing elements for the field gradient tensor arise as a result of the deviation
from a spherical distribution of the valence electrons of FeSL In other words, the
differential population in the various d orbitals due to a lower ligand field symmetry would contribute to the efg tensor. The direct lattice contribution to field
gradient is ignored as being small. Due to the addition of one more electron, the
magnitude of efg tensor dements in the reduced species is much higher than
the corresponding values for the oxidised form, as evident from the V' component
presented in tables 3 t o 6. Also the magnitude of V'~ and hence of s
for the
reduced species is not very sensitive to symmetry, in spite of the higher magnitude
of the V' components quite in contrast to the oxidised species. We can definitely
make use of the calculated sign variation for V,, and /kE o of the reduced species
to guess the most possible conformer. The conformer E has a null-field gradient
tensor at the Fe nucleus both for the oxidised and reduced species from our symmetry restricted calculation as should be expected for this tetrahedral conformer
with a total cubic environment around Fe. In the case of F and G with axial
symmetry, ~ has come out as zero. The x-ray determined structures O1 and Oz
on the other hand have a substantial rhombic contribution to the field gradient.
The sensitivity of the components of the field-gradient to small changes in the
environment around the central metal is evident from the largely different values
obtained for the efg tensor elements even when just the positions of H atoms are
changed. (of. O1 and O3, A and B, A' and B', D and E, F and G). This is in
agreement with the findings of Bair and Gooddard (1978) who explain this strong
effect of second nearest H atoms on Fe orbitals as due to the orientation of the S-H
bond restricting the orientation of the two lone pairs on each S which in turn can
interact strongly with the Fe.
Now the quadrupole splitting A E 0 evaluated using the relation (8) are tabulated
in the lower-halves of tables 3 to 6. There is some ambiguity in the value of Q
for the excited I = 3/2 state of Fe 5r nucleus which ranges from a Q = 0.187 to
Q = o. 47 barns. Hence the values of/kEQ (max) and ZkEo (min) using the upper
Q = 0.48 and lower Q = o. 18 limits of Q are also evaluated hesides the AEQ
using the conventional Q = 0.21 barns (Stevens and Stevens 1975). Besides, the
Sternheimer shielding correction (Sternheimer 1950, 1951 ; Sternheimer and Foley
(1956) is incorporated by multiplying the above calculated AE o by the shielding
factor (1 -- R}. Using Clementi's Hartree-Fock atomic functions for Fe orbitals,
a value of 0.68 has been reported (Rettig et al 1968) for the ferric ion which is used
for both the oxidised and reduced forms.
The /kEQ for the oxidised species has been reported as 0.78 + 0.02 mm/sec
with no determination of the sign from a 77 ~ K measurement (Phillips et al 1970).
So the tetrahedral conformer E predicting a null field gradient tensor and hence
zero quadrupole splitting for the oxidised species is ruled out. With the O1 and 03,
INDO scheme gives a negative AE o while the sign of the AE o is left indeterminate
from the CNDO approach due to high ~7parameters. Now among the remaining
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(ram/see) of M~ssbauer resonance for the oxidised rubredoxin as calculated from the I'NIX) analysis.

Table 4. Electric field gradient tensor components (with I V:'~I > I V~'~I~> I F~ [ ) at Fe nucleus and quadrupolr ~plitting AEo

AE~(min)(1 --R)~t

AE~

AEQ(min)*
AEQ(max)**
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F

* with Q -- 0-18 barns; ** with Q = 0-48 barns; "~with Q = 0"21 barns; ~ t Sternheimer correction (1 -- .R) = 0-68.

AE~(max)(l - - R )
AE~(I - - R )

AEr

~AEQ(min)*
AE~(max)**
AE~

I~
F~u
g~

A

Table 3. Electric field Rradient tensor components (with i I'~s I > [ V~ I;~ [ V~] ) at Fe nucleus
(mmfsec) of M6ssbauer resonance for the oxidised rubredoxin as calculated from the ClqDO analysis.
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Table 5. Electric field gradient tensor components (with I V~ I > [ ~u[ ~> [ I ~ [ ) at Fe nucleus and quadrupole splitting AE~ (ram/see)
of Mossbauer resonance for the reduced mbredoxin as calculated from the CNDO analysis.
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Table 6. Electric field gradient tensor components twitb ] V~'~]> I V~'ul~> I I ~ l) at Fe rmcleu-and quadrupolesplitting
of MiSssbauer resonance for the reduced rubredoxin as calculated from the IN'DO analysis.
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conformers, except the totally unimaginable planar conformer H and the conformer
G, both the CNDO and INDO methods predict a negative AEQ value for all the
remaining geometries. Hence the sign of the experimental splitting of 0" 78 mm/sec
can be safely taken as negative. Considering AEQ with the conventional Q
0.21 barns and matching the predictions from the CNDO and INDO schemes
with the experimental value, conformers A and B seem to be the best possibilities.
The experimental value of /kEQ for the reduced rubredoxin at 77~ has been
determined by two investigations to be -- 3' 16 (Rao et al 1972) and --3.38 mm/sec
(Phillips et al 1970) respectively.
The average value of - - 3 . 2 7 mm/sec
with the established negative sign, rules out conformer E (predicting zero splitting)
and conformers F and G (predicting positive splitting). The conformers H, O1
and O~ have high ~] values and hence AEQ calculated with indeterminate sign out
of which even the magnitude of splitting from the planar H is unreasonably far
off from the 3.27 mm/sec. For the remaining seven conformers A to D', negative
/kEQ's have been evaluated. Of these, A and B giving the nearest calculated splitting to experimental one once again turn out to be the best fit.
The ambiguities present in th~ above theoretical evaluations of AEQ for the oxidised and reduced forms due to the range of values for Q and inclusion or noninclusion of Sternheimer correction, etc. can be overcome if we try to correctly
predict their ratio as was done by Loew and Lo (1974b, d). This, however, makes an
inherent assumption that the active site geometry for oxidised and reduced species
are identical. While the experimental value of this ratio [AEQ (oxidised)/
AEQ reduced)] works out to be (-- 0" 78/-- 3.27) ----q- 0.24 ; the theoretically computed ratios for the various conformers through the CNDO and INDO analysis
are found at the bottom of tables 5 and 6. Next to conformer E with zero quadrupole splitting, conformers F and G predicting a negative value for this ratio can
also be neglected. Now among the conformers H, O1 and O2 possessing calculated
values for these ratios with indeterminate sign (due to the uncertainty in the sign
of AEQ (oxidised) and AEQ (reduced) computed for them), conformer H giving a
quite an unreasonable value is defnitely next to impossible. Even the magnitudes
of the corresponding ratios worked out for O1 and O2 are far too low from the
0" 24 value. Of the remaining conformers A to D' even though the calculated
values for this ratio is generally lower than the experimental 0.24, conformer
A and B giving the nearest values are once again the best possibilities considering
the approximations involved in the calculations.

5.

Conclusions

Based on the correlations of magnetic hyperfine interaction constants for the
redv.eed species conformer A to D' are suggested as the best possibilities. If we
also consider the quadrupole splittings only the conformers A and B turn out
to be the best possibilities considering the individual AEQ splitting of oxidised and
reduced forms and their ratio. Thus we suggest that this rubredoxin has conf6rmers A and B as the best possibilities both with the iron atoms attached to four
sulphur atoms situated as pairs in two perpendicular planes as a result of highly
distorted tetrahedral arrangement. The attached hydrogen atoms (and hence the
carbon atom in the actual protein) are in a pin wheel arrangement in A and in a
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mirror image form in B as mentioned already. This inference of ours is in agreement with that of Loew and coworkers (1974) who have suggested earlier conformer
A alone as the best possibility from their IEHT calculations, though the individual
values of these properties calculated from the IEHT and our CNDO, I N D O
approach for the various conformers differ considerably.
We feel that more
confirmatory experimental measurements regarding the sign and anisotropic
nature of hyperfine constants and quadrupole splitting AEQ will be assets for a
better conclusion. From the theoretical side, the effect of inclusion of 3d orbitals
on sulphur for the calculation of these properties has to be tested. Meanwhile
a number of other properties deduced from ESR measurements like g values, zero
field splitting, etc., are to be correlated which we hope will further help us
to elucidate the conformation of active site complex for oxidised and reduced
species.
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